
Twister in HD. Helen Hunt
gliding around like a god damn
wraith. 

...debris is constructed, ruination is made. Debris speaks to some-
thing else. Leftovers are assigned as detritus because they are ren-
dered into neglect or valorized for insistent remembrance.







Flyleaf: text from Aaron Jay Neber and 

Imperial Debris, Ann Laura Stoler

Image: vigilant, insomniac, by Aaron Jay Neber
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E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

Twister, the 1996 film starring Helen Hunt and Bill Paxton, is a 
spectacular vision of a desperate desire for guiltlessness. Related 
films like San Andreas, The Day After Tomorrow, Armageddon, Deep 
Impact, and my personal favorite, Independence Day, are all rendi-
tions of the same sort of wish for a natural disaster. While it may 
not be the case that many people really want the world to end 
as finally as these films imagine is possible, it is undeniable that 
these films are a testament to a particular wish for a fantastically 
natural (natural here meaning in excess of the agency or control 
of people) disaster. And yet there is no such thing as a natural 
disaster. We must insist on this.

Such films are bound not only by their attachment to the pre-
posterous proposal that people might not be responsible for the 
greatest threats and violence visited on other people, but, even 
more outlandish, the idea that some combination of individual 
genius, grit, and heroism could be responsible for really turning 
things around. Disaster movies, themselves propaganda for the 
entire disaster industry, propose that what is necessary is that 
the rest of the world should unite around a hero rather than 
deepen thier engagement in the serious struggles of politics. 
Amidst the destruction they depict, they also double down on 
myths of global progress and innovation,  doing their best to ren-
der unimaginable the massive shifts in understanding required  
for us to begin to live together and share the world.

With this cultural tendency mind, I’d like to propose this vol-
ume as an antidote to disaster scripts. Ruins persist against the 



2   a l l i s o n  c a r d o n

cultural wish for guiltless destruction. Ruination do not just hap-
pen—ruins tell a story. How that story goes—what sort of testa-
ment ruins make—is, of course, is determined by who is look-
ing, what they are looking at, when and when their look occurs. 
Ruins are not mute—like the poems in this volume, they speak 
volumes—and they also enable and invite a particular sort of 
gaze. The work in this P-Queue locates this gaze in many differ-
ent spaces and animate it in ways that challenge ready-to-hand 
ideas about ruin and responsibility, heroism and progress.

In Christina Vega-Westhoff’s pieces, ruin is woven through 
maternity, natality, and the question of the nation: we are invited 
to consider the relationship between home and ruin—which  
and what is here, which and what over there is. Is the hysteria 
around porosity a question of relation? Jill Magi’s eviscerating 
elegy is also about dwelling—how to stay in the vacuum created 
by loss—to faithfully map the contours of that space without giv-
ing it borders, means or ends: “Never stop seeing her/in the field/
alone starkly//visible.”

José Felipe Alvergue’s Senescence plumbs the historical circuit 
between borders, “internal security,” and the indemnification 
of neoliberal and capital and interests. Graphically (in multiple 
senses), he lays out the legal and political linkages of disease, 
insanity, communism, and racial purity. Pointing to the trans-
formative qualities of cultural amnesia and starvation, such that 
“nothingness passes for its own memory,” Alvergue argues that 
borders and boundaries of various sorts pose as though they 
came from nothing and yet have always been.

Such historical contradictions also guide the excerpt featured 
from Declan Gould’s arch All You Will Ever Need to Make  It high-
lights a mutually definitive relationship between ruin, ruinability, 
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and women—patiently describing, defining, and defying the 
double bind of attention to reproduction. Meanwhile, in Aja 
Couchois Duncan’s The Intimacy Trials we witness a denial and 
erasure of historical and social reproduction that enables many 
to avoid responsibility for the ongoing history of colonialism-
-not to mention its reproduction and repetition in climate 
disaster: “Some have already conceded the loss. It is our most 
destructive tendency. To believe in what is possible, recoverable, 
and then not.”

Dana Venerable’s Ruin Playlists construct a pop theory of ruin 
that they then distort and distend with the scrutiny made po9s-
sible by an ending or change: “i can’t handle that all beginnings 
are/just translations of endings.” Here we attend to the imbal-
ance between pop’s sense of endlessly precious ending and the 
actual finitude of specific modes of relationality.

Dystopia has long erupted and overtaken us is Robin Lee Jor-
dan’s poems—the problem here is, of course, that we are simply 
used to it. More than the proverbial frog that doesn’t notice its 
own boiling, as we read this sequence we are backed into a cor-
ner and made to watch a series of disasters that are gut-wrench-
ingly familiar and hilarious by turns. As we try to make sense the 
glimpses of the world that we actually live in even as we insist 
that we don’t, Kayley Berezney’s intervention invites us to stay 
awhile with what we can never understand about it. She pres-
ents a document of ruin as potentiality and as eternal return. 
Whereas some of the other pieces here insist on ruin as a ques-
tion of causality, Berezney points to the question of causality as a 
hinge between recognition and obliteration. Trauma is not a site 
of ruin but rather a vantage from which to question our attach-
ment to personal agency as causality.



4

Zack Brown’s poems are ruined by reference, a semantic allegory 
for the epistemology of ruin itself: as we shuttle back and forth 
between the poems, their blanks, and their footnotes, we’re 
forced to look backwards to recontextualize and to determine 
whether or not we have made any progress. From this accumula-
tion of fragments we move on to Ken Chen’s Inventory, we find 
hell as a contemporary arcade—littered not just with the debris 
of history but more particularly with the perpetrators of catas-
trophe. The poet draws bright lines between the reader and men 
like King Leopold—and then again between his particular atroc-
ities and their echoes in the bleached corals of warming oceans. 

Passerine, a.a. spencer’s careful study of a body decomposing in 
neoliberal space, is an allegory of ruin and a reflection of desire 
and history. Songbirds and scavengers alike thrive and refuse to 
offer an alibi to those who would avoid the judgment of such a 
reflection.

  a l l i s o n  c a r d o n
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T h r e e  P o e m s





T h a T  l i g h T  s o u n d  o f  l i T T l e  r a i n

 or melting
     into debt
 or something that rhymes with it
     the inability to seek the exact
 the condition of
     into the night
 tossing but no feeding
     breasts filling
 the condition of
     returned toddler
 tab additional entry
     into poet and boxer
 and merge
     to be professional and paid
 to say whiteness is the indoctrination
     of bedtime story 
 land filled by
     extraction principle
 here comes the a(bn)(ggr)egation of
     request
 if in the
     removed treaty
 in the felt
     in the museum
 the ruins of 
     set examples of   dwellings



for to dwell inside of
 inside of the manner of
nostalgia
 in the receiving of
who am I  I am pregnant woman
 unable to recall your question
in distraction from
 nausea
I am post hormone [in flux]
 linea negra
sunburst stretch marks
 instead of                    
how your terror rings hollow
 without the top 3
allergens what is there
 to eat at night
they being the depended on 
 ingredients silent tracing
removal of
 responsibility to maintain
the health of water
 removal of the listing of reports
indications a world scrubbed
 for the plunder
in of
 greater wealth
 for the inheritors of



past wealth
 always defined by
the false platitude of invented
 banknote
to be a child  on strike
 for
into suspension
 greater threat than
to take learning as a designation
 will you be instead
arrested in the desert for the
 belief in water dropping
instead of the president
 lining the [militia] the scratched
     surface
 suffice it to say
    forced into thinnest stretch
 of most treacherous
how so many of the books celebrate
 an underwater life
so filled run/man with
 threat
 drastic
noise marking distress
 into the every larger ship building
how the activists were made
 silent in the writing



for expansion
 unfilled reports
it was all about keeping the 
 world’s financial interest
again Nicaragua
 and other possible 
constructions of borders
 as unfillable
ocean  passage
 as in the ever constructed
division of continent
 into s
species adaptation
 in the retirees
protests
 imagining the same
applied to the death of
 [NAME] x [#]
X [AIR]   [SOUND]
 vibration of the drop
filled
 filled the land
proclaimed empty
 filled the ships
sent sailing
 sat the burnt reports
of fire
 pirates sinking



into most caustic
 for to not find legibility
is also a [CRIME] 
 voting booth
cheatsheet to not mis
 understand the
legalese backtalk
 how one was made unsure
what one had afterall
 [voted for] had as [options]
[FUNDED]
 [could not cancel for lack
of local bank]
 [how hadn’t heard
 hadn’t researched
 had presumed LOCAL >
found to be  [MOST CORRUPT]
 shhh
there is sleeping here
 [AND GUARDING OF      
[PRIVILEGE]
 [BOOKS]
[NOT FOR SLEEPING] - SAYS
 Individual sized bench
   spike thru ass
(NOT FOR [PREGNANT] [NURSING]
 [health inducing]
RECLINING



No REST of QUIET
 in CAPITAL/OL (oil)
OLD $
 captures
new $
 in handbook
of time
 one door [leads to]
[arsenal] (of Spanish armada)
 legacies of
new nuclear war machinery
 smaller economical
Tested WHERE
 your fantasy goes
to die
 is a fated
role   roll   in the offices of 
 total Annihilation 
it is featured
 FEATURED
as campaign promise
 “I WILL Kill at the BORDER”
“I WILL INCREASE BORDER
 [DEATH] [FANTASY]”
I WILL Be in the human realm
   of supremacy   suppression of all
     else



in act ccepta cept except
     a bull cannot sit
       under the oak
 if hired to
    fire into
crowd of
 come back from
home
 into 
  an
   other
into narrative
 of
would you have for
 breakfast here
[CAPITAL] [IMPORTED
   ANNIHILATION]
 elation
in the small crew of
     jaw bone
 found clenched to
Filled breast
 How not to feed the narr a
 tive
 Ahh t
 I’ve filled
          I’ve replicated
  in the



the way the increases in
 time practices
of    wealth waste
 garbage
into the climbed for palm root
 away
bestow the research that is 
 part of colonial project
funding
 cyclical
the belief in human Dominance
 human communication
release your
 what is for
wishing well
 in the middle of
    restaurant
dull signs of
 iran-contra scandal
empowered ambassador
 report on the filings
for arrest
 on the way to birthday party
for child the arrest made
 for lack of licenses vocalized
repression
 for the gesture of
  deportation



What are you doing to your mother?

The University
 sits on sacred mounds
    not past but Actual
  PRESENT
   Defund patriarchy capitalism
 enterprise racism classism
    sexism and all forms of
      oppression

POEM called ‘READING WHILE
 BREASTFEEDING’



i n  T h e  s P a c e  o f  T h e  m e T a s T a s i z e d  c l o g

 round the bend or bed

not dwelt inside of recognition betrothal

  (child sleeps though this)

(as do we)

   I am telling you of an INTIMACY

not undertaken with BREATH

 or felt as your eyelids on the newsprint

as if the wealth of books

 were a kind of poison

a kind of betrothal to HYPNOSIS

   of the being
of the centered witness

  INTO or out OF

a rolling dissipation



   left the LIGHTS on then

SOUND POLLUTION

  YOU have my mask so I have yours

at the rock bed  RETURN        ing

supposed to try to sleep again in the no space space

a fiction of encyclopedias in the neck crevice of time ache
 
 that’s the being of maturity

it seeks no  has no  finds no

weakness MISSING

   yesterday not as in past
but WHAT then instead of then 20 given holding

is a cannot find while in SIGHT in the ether eh roar

  error lines
   bite the
what can be smashed without wrecking violence reeking it

               not aided not APPEASED

not any other than 
  DRAMA your dream wander



quiet quotient waking dream feed 

   on the other side of memory

 square that holds the mirror
  and the long strand of drool

and the imperial reckoning recognition



a s  d i s P l a c e m e n T 
   in the language of
  school lockdown
 into your medium I go
    estudiante recognition
      that is like wood paneling
squeak from bed
     markers of 
       in the eyes
     there
   THERE

 to be de othering
    the ancestral line
     intermindgling
   reality as
         TANGIBLE
line of cows across
    cement compound
 responsible for insemination
   given no record
     of personhood
        through the signage of
 wealth
          Distributed      medicinal          {DISMANTLED}
Charm
 by way of birthday
  ARREST

 
es

  
 

de
ci

r

m
es

sa
ge



along the 
   tail light
 into the company home
        MANUFACTURED
sent into
       a fear marker
 made scapegoat for
   made whistleblower
example of
      how the family could be
 splintered
  by legislation
     value papering
 
       into every container
 of yogurt from central New York
    the plethora of
belief in tale of 
      document legality
        designation of
WHITEOUT  white nationhood
  as founding principle of
 the document held in
  courting
assigned 
 separation
establishing (racism) as

fo
un

d 
 

 
   

pa
pe

l 
   

en
 

la
 

tie
rr

a

 
   

   
   

do
nd

e



at the root of 
coming “here” from

  THERE
which there is their there
 which they are there for
encircling the school
      for orientation family share day
     just long enough to install
a measure of        panic
 resourcefulness
         regurgitation
     self-emulation
 through which the students
RECITED POEMS
 to their parents, guardians,
through FISH walls
  for aquatic café
    lends
the ripening of
  recognition
 MIGHT instead
  Say here are
in this movement from
 the directed address
we direct address
      we address

sw
al

lo
w

ed
  

 
at



 we can say the ADDRESS of

the need for
   the acquisition of
        PUMP
 due to
   SEPARATION
          it is not your   or    my 
  address 
   your lump
 your emergency removal of
  MILK
       upon deeper stress of
     the removed
     INFANT
lungs
 in the night
      each turn

        beside
   b
   bedside
        e
    i
          s        i          d  e
           I  ’
                 d
  i
             eye

   
  s

ta
tio

na
ry

  
 

 
 

 
   

   
   

  b
el

ie
f



stirring 
 that as birth of
      DEFINITION of
   citizen
 HERE
  here
   here
here 
  here
       I’d
     die
      here
pushed   pumped  inseminated
  stirring
 neighborhood
   flag
          letting
     each hatred sign
 rewarded by    
the one who’s speech
        regurgitated by
     explained away by
      in 
 justified by
in quiet LOUD white terror
 show
     white ice cream
  white truck
     racist cloud

   
   

   
 y

ou
r  

 
   

 o
w

n

?

?

?



      
to be in battle for 
    perfect

?             prefecture
     perfect language
       as purity oppression 
 as no unbound
  lane
      there is a 
      parallel
      here 
     breathing
And from the land?      shall
 the bound
   be  unbound
BE       shallow
 pit manure
      ? unburied
 bound  
  a
     
the ancient lake
 as recipient for
nation
 drainage
   as contamination definition  
 expel  /  remake

?
?

?

W
hi

ch
 b

oo
k 

of
 d

efi
ni

tio
ns

 
?

   
  

?

?

   
   

H
O
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magi ,  j i l l

W I T H O U T / A  R U I N





To say she without 
him. 
To say 
I
without her 

for two 
summers, more. 

---

Black dress. 
Another black dress.
His sudden

A phone call
sudden
again

as he began
to be gone 

as my inside
went to outside 
loudly 
that all the world 
inside out is 
after. 



Now without 
somehow
lived,
she

he was 
a way 
to her 

but I did not 
know 

to cross this divide how
to mix 
or distinct. False 
sentence. Fold 
line where 
without 
within doubles—

live that 

together.

---

There is
space around 



a heart. Sharp
frequency. Current,
thread. A smooth
stone 

pocket.

Two stones. No pocket 
sound
on this side of 
the event 

no one could 
say what 
touch what sound
happened

never 
the word “abide” 
until

to fly 

the urge 
away. 

---

“Abandon” 
settling 
in my mettle 



wrenched 
her 
from my idea—

so purge. 

Trying a sister idea 
upon which a family  

a dirge

left us without 
and I 
with her—not 

within. 

---

Dialing away 
to see. 

She dilates
this gesture 
molds me 
into a reliable 
within. But I do not 



shape. House 

walls the
disaster 
anger. 

Conversation chisels 
not 

to find the door, a never 
coming clean

too much water, her 
too much trying 

comfort 
what I do not 
possess
could cave inward, pressure 
of without. 

---

Event curve 

Lens not 



---

Pry 

surfaces off

edges of the grief 
 
night
then morning slivers 
my curtain 
tremor.

---

Image of her 
blank, in a field

no book for
this
parade ground 
a national event 
named Independence, cruelly



unfathomable ground
too-bright sky 
explodes into curved 
back, her
lost upon 
green grass 
festival grass
looking out 
without a body 
not knowing where he

her hands in
pockets scanning 
I saw 

she scanning distances
deeply without 
him

near I was
but not with her
 

Run to her side, run 
to her I did 
and I did not. Each 
photograph’s fingers 
clench 
for what I could not—



---

That night 
unimaginable she
two steps behind a brother 

the most impossible 
parking garage 

I buckled into my vision 

so as not to collapse
a brother idea. 

---

Puzzle between tender, between flight. 

---

Gather, gather—whisper 
to a soft heart
racing who did not 
stay. 



---

Waters 
steep. The swell 
outlasted her 
succumb.

---

Shame echoes 
my inability tenders

to always 
perfect. 

Could I unravel 

the decision to keep failure 
together.

How to section out 
this revision—
 



Never stop seeing her 
in the field 
alone starkly 

visible. Fog and crystal
both now
 
for everyone impossibly 
without. 

---

Childhood 
slamming doors. 
Her then, now 
this disaster. 
To visit those 
doors
I placed this wish 
upon us. 

---



A clock 

A path 

A phone call 

A black dress 

---

How many facets 
of the disaster 
leave us without, with 
new. To say I 
stay
with her 

without 

 



s T a T e m e n T s  o n  T h i s  w o r k : 

My idea of poetry changed at the bedside of two loved ones 
as they passed. One passing, so sudden and unimaginable, our 
family was turned inside out. I saw myself failing, many times, 
to be present for those I love. There was no blueprint.

Until this event, I thought that poetry should be for something 
political and I was wary of personal writing. Until I understood 
that to sit with what is impossible is absolutely what poetry is for. 
This understanding allowed me to see how untrained in poetry 
and in the political I actually was and how difficult it was for me 
to abide with grieving, with the impossible, which transcends 
whatever we call personal and whatever we call political. 

This is to say that I do not have one definitive thing to say about 
this topic. The poem comes from the middle of this prying open 
but not opening into light—into something else red, hot, nearly 
stifling.

There is perhaps not a shred of what I thought of as political 
inside my attempts to make an utterance, in the form of a poem, 
of the sense of this disaster. 

This shows how much I had actually cordoned off the political.

I have extended poetry into the space where language as a 
shared thing truly caves in and experiences its edge. Or I have 
extended myself into that space already inhabited by poetry.

When I walk in my city and meet a stranger’s eyes, I sometimes 
imagine that they have also experienced a big loss. I think about 
how others see me and do not know what has happened—or 



maybe they do. I have an image: we all live within a net where 
what connects us is this impossibility and inevitability: loss.

There may be no way to return to my previous poetics. How is 
my political now changed? I am not sure. Except I think that 
poetry is a disposition—so it may actually never be written, only 
lived—knows something about what it means to go on, without. 
This is experienced within and without so that the division 
between these two ideas, prepositions, melts.

Without: that which is external and that which I had previously 
considered political. Without: sharp absence experienced as 
ghost limb, so it actually feels to be within, connected. This 
statement comes toward a non-binary concerning these ideas of 
without and self-other where poetry likely knows the way.
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S E N E S C E N C E
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gould,  declan

f r o m  a l l  Y o u  w i l l  e V e r  n e e d  T o 
m a k e





she has a bun in the oven
she has an oven in her body
she has a body in her oven
she has a bun in her body
she made a good bun
she has a beautiful, bouncing bun
she made a good egg
her eggs make good omelets and buns
she is a good egg
she is a good oven, not a rotten egg

on the road to the endocrinologist’s office
under the surge of the blue

an image created by sound
my fuzzy black sacks, my grayish white dots, 
my ghostly ovaries—they look fine to me



 
A face only a mother could love
A mama’s boy
A mother hen
A tiger mother
At one’s mother’s knee
Be tied to (one’s) mother’s apron strings
Everyone and his mother
Expectant mother
Experience is the mother of wisdom
He that would the daughter win, must with the mother first 
begin
Like mother, like daughter
Mother house
Mother Nature
Mother’s milk
The mother of all (something)
To keep mum



The diagnosis made me wonder if my body had somehow known 
all along, making me choose musicians over nine-to-fivers

The diagnosis made me wonder if my body had somehow known 
all along, making me choose a precarious career, knowing I’d 
never need to support anyone but myself—“the voices are all I 
will ever need to make”

Routine as a kind of superstition, the cause and effect is unclear 
and yet I feel reassured by my morning decaf, letting the grounds 
steep in hot water for exactly 5 minutes before pushing the press 
down

If superstition is the disconnect between cause and effect, then 
idiopathy is superstitious. When the effect becomes the cause, 
who can say whether it makes sense?

You have perhaps lost track of your body
You are not in danger

 



“you wouldn’t ever have to tell them they’re donor egg babies,” 
she says brightly. I manage to not yell or punch her in the face

When menstruation signifies something other than the   
possibility of reproduction

At work, a 23 year-old asks me on a date and I also succeed in 
not punching him in the face

Carry or wear a linking object—a keepsake that symbolically 
reminds you of your loss

Anticipate the time in the future when you will no longer need 
to carry this reminder, and gently let it go

Set aside a specific private time daily to remember and 
experience whatever feelings arise

Plan for ‘special days’ such as holidays or anniversaries. Feelings 
can be particularly intense at these times

Vent your anger in healthy ways, rather than holding it in. A 
brisk walk or a game of tennis can help

 



A legible family unit, the three of them 
together in a sun-filled. What to expect when 
you’re not expecting. Instead of an oven 
I’ll be a blender, or maybe a soda stream. 

No one ever told me that POEM stands 
for Prevention of Early Menopause. Question marks 
kind of look like fallopian tubes? 

Something is caught in my throat, but I don’t 
know what it is and can’t cough it up 
or choke it down. “metaphor is homeopathy” 

When I first saw the ad for fresh pretzels, I thought 
they were fallopian tubes. I am building 
alternate futures. I am “fingering the edge.” 

Doctors don’t know everything, she said 
Doctors don’t know everything, she said 
Doctors don’t know everything, she said 
Doctors don’t know everything, she said

 



i n s T r u c T i o n s  f o r  a n  i n f e r T i l i T Y  P a r T Y

Don’t send invitations, just text your friends sometime after 
10pm and invite them to join you. Out of paper mache, create 
a piñata in the shape of a clock. The arms will be sperm. The 
numbers will be clumps of follicles. Fill the piñata with book, 
pens, blank notebooks, flyers for protests, bike ride routes, 
publishing deals, plane tickets, train tickets, bus tickets, slips 
of paper with the names of friends you haven’t met yet. Serve 
sushi, ceviche, oysters, steak tartare, soft cheeses, beer, wine, 
strong coffee, and cigarettes. Together, burn the leases for your 
one-bedroom apartments and then make appointments to view 
huge old Victorians, where you’ll live collectively. The bottom 
floor will become a books through bars, a reading room, a 
music venue, a bike tool library, a clothing bank for trans youth. 
Calculate how many birth control packets you’ll require, now 
that the doctor has said you will need to take them as hormone 
replacement therapy until you reach the age of menopause.  
Together, plan the sculpture you will make with the hundreds 
of empty packets, their pods spent and punctured, each plastic 
dimple with its slightly different set of wrinkles. Revise the game 
of Life, replace the children with other activities, the cars with 
tandem bicycles, and then put it back on the shelf. Make paper 
fortune tellers with possible futures like “join the Women’s 
Slavic Ensemble,” “destroy the patriarchy,” “foster a child,” and 
“write another book.” Play infertility jeopardy: When a stranger 
asks why you don’t have kids, this is the appropriate response: 
“I’m ‘childfree and loving it,’” “I hate babies,” “I’m ‘selfish, 
shallow, and self-absorbed,’” or “I’m a blender, not an oven.”

 



n o T e s 

Page 69 quotes William Carlos Williams’s “Spring and All.” 

Page 71 quotes David James Savarese’s Deej and Molly McCully 
Brown’s Virginia State Colony for the Epileptic and Feebleminded, 
which is also referenced in the title of this series. 

Page 72 quotes “Healthy Grieving” by Green River Community 
College Counseling and Health Services. 

Page 73 quotes Rae Armantrout and Amaranth Borsuk. 

Page 74 references Nicki Defago’s Childfree and Loving It and 
Megan Daum’s Selfish, Shallow, and Self-Absorbed.
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duncan,  a ja  couchois

f r o m  T h e  i n T i m a c Y  T r i a l s





Witness...



In light we are. In darkness.

The distribution of weight on the earth has been altered, 
affecting polar motion, changing the planet’s direction.

We are tipping back toward another continent of.

The angry mother who flushed them from her vaginal folds. 
Made scrapings of our skin and teeth. Plucked at our excessively 
dark hair. Come here, she said, carrying a teaspoon, I need to 
measure the purity of your blood.

We are a precarious diaspora. There is nowhere left to go.

 • • •

Arrival, interruption, 
the narration of.

Men traded muskets 
for lust. Stole 

a beaver’s pelt. 
Their sisters’ thighs 

slick with fur.

“No one is here,” the men said 
and others believed them. 

“No one is here,” 
the men said 

mounting the dead.

The birds flocked 
the trees, swiped 



at their brows. 
“This is god’s 

country,” the men 
said.

Their god, on the other 
side of the world, 

could not hear.

The invisible 
people, the present 

but disappeared 
tucked themselves 
along the horizon 

its blur and atmos- 
phere. “Can you 

hear it?” they asked. 
Bineshiinh, the breath 

a sparrow’s wing.

• • •

Days when there is no sun. Days when we can no longer see it 
and must remember.

The stories we tell. Stories of a sun of changing colors, from 
red to orange to the faintest yellow film across the sky. Others 
say it is tucked behind the wing of an eagle’s ghost, fringing 
the edges of feathers, a boiling lemon drop, honey spitting fire.



But you tell another story. One in which the earth herself is 
waning. You’ve seen the calcification, the streaks of grey. She is 
already middle age.

• • •

She told him stories 
so that she could 

remember. 
She told him stories 

so that they 
both would know.

Listen, she said, the first trial
of the colonies took place

in a pumpkin patch. No one
 will tell you this. It was

 about food.

Picture this, she said,
 the first execution
 one colonist hung
 for murdering an-

 other. Justice is
 retribution is,

 two less
 mouths to feed.

• • •



Some have already conceded the loss. It is our most destructive 
tendency. To believe in what is possible, recoverable, and then 
not.

The oceans warm and expand. Increased temperatures create 
more acidity. We can feel it on our skin. You tell us stories of 
your youth: deep blue, turquois, emerald green. Eddies filled 
with starfish, miraculously regenerating damaged limbs.

These extinctions blind us to everything else we still have to 
lose.

Minutes pass without any record of them. We are focused on 
our sentiment, imaginal sheep, lulling ourselves to sleep.

• • •

The first war began
fifty years after the myth

 of thanksgiving, she said. So much
 corn husks and game birds, squash

 stripped of their feathers.

 Before the wars
 the pilgrims died

 one after another, he said,
 from illness, drowning,

 winter’s punishment.

 So few women
 left, she said, the remaining



 wives had to suckle two men
 nourish the flock of separatists

 those predestined to
 be saved or damned.
 It was hard to know

 which.

• • •

As the earth changes, the insects do too. Their colors are more 
vibrant, their cycles briefer, more profligate. Today millions of 
cicadas burst forth. You reach your hand into the braided air 
and capture fistfuls of winged creatures. There is nothing to 
be done, you say. We open our mouths and you place a handful 
of the newly airborne insects on our tongues. They had only 
moments, you tell us, and you had centuries. We chew and nod 
our heads. Shame and docility. You are right of course. We’ve 
done nothing.

• • •

The story continued
 without them 

telling it.

More ships arrived
 men outweighing
 their provisions.

 Hunger, this new land
 on which they fed.



 She tried to pause
 stave it off. Reaching

 for him, she said, what if
 they never came?

 
There was no end

 to the calculus
 less a foot

 an arm, some
 deciduous limb.

 Which ancestor
 would we kill?

 he asked.
 All of them,

 she said.

 And the ones
 already here? he asked.

 How do we find our way
 back to them?

We don’t belong
 to them, she said.

 We were never
 here.

• • •



To call our own flesh enemy. As if our bodies are a betrayal.

We mark every stage of devastation. First there is cancer, a 
conflagration of it sweeping across our breasts, skin, lungs. 
Eventually our cellular landscape is pocked with inflammation.

This is the definition of catastrophe. A poison threading 
through our interior. We lose the ability to identify the enemy, 
to recognize ourselves.

I love you, you say. Your touch is water. Every orifice takes a 
drink. 

• • •

Intimacy killed the In- 
dians, the mother 

said. Dementia 
was killing the mother’s 

neurons and disrupting her 
ability to bear the burden 

of the story.

Memory killed 
the Indians, she told her. 

Although there were Indians 
everywhere.

The lake, its vast 
hunger, would swallow 

them all.

• • •



Evidence...



The remains of coelophysis were found in groups. Some say 
they were flocking. Others postulated that the dinosaurs 
gathered together at ghost ranch to feed and drink and were 
struck by a natural disaster, a flash flood, pernicious drought.

We feel some sense of kinship with the theropod that thrived 
in the latter part of the triassic period. We imagine that its 
remains dust the land on which we gather, the place we wait 
for the next disaster, the place in which disaster has landed us.

You make a costume of sticks and leaves and initiate the hunt. 
Your simulated dinosaur stalks another and reminds us of our 
own evolution and eminent extinction.

Long periods of starvation have changed our physiology. We 
are almost hollow boned.

• • •

They filled the space 
between violence, 

what came after. 
Stuffing it with touch 

and proximity. Drowning it 
with words.

Trying to flee 
the umbilicus of 

loneliness, a relent- 
less striving for.



In the suspension 
of sky and limbs. 

A whole world 
caught in between.

• • •

It is harder to discern the seasons, but the earth still tilts off its 
orbital plane. We know winter now as the time Aki’s scars are 
less visible. It is no longer cold but we still wrap ourselves in 
dinosaur skins.

Every death is an offering. Our own decomposing bodies 
could produce organically rich soil, increase the population of 
ematode worms, engender new plant forms. Our extinction, 
you say, may be Aki’s only hope.

For now, we practice an ancient art: we share. There are so few 
of us. Despite the catastrophes, there is more than enough.

• • •

Lumbering through another 
trial, the heat and alcohol, 

stuporous dusk.

She laid down
and he bent to 

unlace her calves, 



thighs, the warmth 
between.

The light was gauzy, 
a film covering 

every orifice.

She licked his palm, 
the arch of his    

foot, his animal.

The moon loomed, 
pregnant, 

in exile.

Every trial, 
its intimacy.

• • •

We no longer hear the earth groan with each facture, every bit 
of the drill.

But there, deep in the marrow of our bones, we can still feel 
the schism, the sick break of things.

A generous host, the earth has split and bled. Empty, almost 
barren, Aki never says a word.

• • •



In the winter, protests 
made the violence 

more visible. Blood 
splattered across 

the bright ignorance 
of snow. Then 
violence made 

the protests 
more visible. 

The blood
 was the same hue.

• • •

Catastrophe is Janus, the two-faced god. Some days it brings 
kinship, the parting of the tent flap, an embodied experiment. 
Sometimes it has us gathering in the field in two lines across 
from each other shouting expletives.

You propose a new way of resolving conflict. Gathering us 
in what once would have been called a field—although there 
is neither grass nor crops to mark its potentiality—we begin 
to remove our clothes. One by one, we walk naked toward 
another until our bodies touch. Standing with our skin pressed 
against one another, we wait until the heat spreads through our 
loins. Whatever gender, we mate like this, erect, our genitalia 
touching, the wet slippage of.

• • •



Over time the stories
 atrophied, broke off 

fell away.

Neither could 
remember the features 

of the monsters’ face.

She pouted her lips, 
gestured in the dark. 
He gave himself over 

to gradations.

They developed an- 
other language, guttural 

echoing hundreds 
of years.

How else to sound 
such wounded 

coupling?

• • •

Some would say we live post life as if a ghosting of. But we still 
taste the blood on our lips, still feel the crippling longing for.

We are as real as any manifestation of the perpetual present 
tense. Our dreams are sensorial. Cloaked in darkness we 
rummage through our bodies until something settles into 
place. An elbow or breast. The declension of a belly unfed.



Some nights we stuff our ears so we can’t hear the calls. Switch, 
you say. You have warned us not to monogomate. But we our 
soothed by these attachments. The habit, its echo, rests deep 
in our bones.

• • •

Her hands clenched and un- 
clenched, making a hinge 

of their frozen syllables.

They had nothing 
to beget but their own 
rupturing. What they 

believed must be 
flayed bare. Every 

memory, a new 
excision.

My uvula is a weather 
vein, she said. But her voice 

was muted, her uterus 
barren.

The tribulations kept 
them watchful, acute 

witnesses. There, 
he said, pointing 
to the shadows, 

the furred humps 
of buffalo.



• • •

There is a new language forming in the recesses of our 
imagination, a language in which there are no words for 
atmosphere, for myelin sheaths. You worry about the loss of 
regenerative narratives, but we are shedding more quickly than 
anything can be replaced. Touch me here, you say. Our fingers 
slip into the milky substance between your legs. No longer in 
estrus, you are mimicking a planetary implosion, the vortex 
through which we may obliterate ourselves. But that is the old 
language. Touch me, you say, opening your legs. Against the 
backdrop of your dusky skin bursts forth a kaleidoscope of 
stars.

• • •

The trials enlarged 
the circumference of own- 

ership, spreading a pox 
across the continent. 

Sores puck- 
ering the fore- 

skin.

Some said they started 
innocuously enough. A few 

subjects. Some articles. Those mediums 
of exchange. But the prepositions marked 

territories, defined the spaces 
in between.



It distressed her, 
all those mine and not 
yours. The forgiveness 

required for those 
with the longest 

reach.

• • •

We have turned to the scripture of memory to understand 
what might become of us. The prognostications were ancient 
fears. Pestilence, disease, famine. In our effort to escape them, 
we created something without recognizable signification. We 
can’t tell if we are getting better or worse

• •

There was a war 
inside of her, 

in the different parts 
of her. The femur and its 

lowland clan, fleeing one tyrant 
only to become an- 

other.

Furriers trapped in her 
humerous, skinning 

her hide and slipping into 



the bony woods 
beneath.

The body into which 
they disembarked. Aki 

tearing into her flesh, 
its vestiges. Call her 

indaanis, nishiime, wife of 
peat and soot.

Before the thaw, before 
generations bled 

into one another, 
mizhagaakoba’iwe,

 she tried to slip 
beyond their grasp.

It was the ice 
that called her back,

 a crack in the ice, a split 
in her womb, dwaashin, 

centuries 
fell through.
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r u i n  P l a Y l i s T s  1 - 1 3



9 : 1 3

regions left in ruin     
and it’s been the ruin of many a poor girl  
you ruin me       

the supremes house of the rising sun
the veronicas you ruin me
malevolent creation ravaged by conflict



  

misery is the home
the origin of everyone’s ashes and 
dust 
built just to breakdown
heartbeat increases and heavy 
breathing
illusions of safety surrounded by 
wallpaper and houseplants
the cat hides under the bed she 
hides in the garage  
heartbreak increases and heavy
 breathing



2 3 : 4 1

my city of ruins 
in the midst of ruin we will be anarchy  
sitting 
what are we doing?
we’re sitting on a ruin   
and destiny falls  
monuments to ruins 
my city 
  
and around the dear ruin 
each wish 
invisible      

cat power ruin
the body the west has failed
bruce springsteen my city of ruins
shirley temple believe me, if all those endearing young charms
rotten sound void
solitude aeturnus destiny falls to ruin
cannibal corpse in the midst of ruin



realization of the past is movement 
where you are is not always where 
you wanna go
how many times will i make 
the same mistakes, will i perform 
these dance moves
the past informs but not to notate 
forever—alter it 
use the echo chambers with mirrors
i can’t handle that all beginnings are just 
translations of endings
repetitive to the point of demise
right at the moments i need things 
to slow down



1 3 : 1 6

long road to ruin there in your eyes  

ruin my make up (yeah eh eh)
go ‘head     
keep doin’ what you’re doin’
fancy words would only ruin it  
show me the ruins
i’ll show you the young land   

diana ross & the supremes touch
cher there but for fortune
foo fighters long road to ruin
ariana grande make up



does language come
always for connection
walking together is a form 
of talking bilateral stimulation
talk off your pretenses and open up
vulnerable sidewalks
dripping wet and steaming now
from afternoon downpours
jumping over dead / alive worms
i’d rather have all of it than none 
including the walks alone



1 8 : 2 0

and it’s been the ruin for many a poor boy 
and me     
they’re goin’ ruin the air we breathe  

ruin yourself
don’t ever dog your woman
you know you’re gonna ruin yourself 
it’s been the ruin of many a good girl
and oh god, you know i’m one  

it’s been the ruin of many a poor girls
here God i’m one
my mother was    

fleetwood mac my heart beat like a hammer
tracy chapman house of the rising sun
lynyrd skynyrd things goin’ on
waylon jennings house of the rising sun
dolly parton the house of the rising sun



infidelity, i’m a stranger to this 
body
phones and computers speak for 
you
not in the same way musical 
instruments do
i thought i could trust, i did
it will always be the itch you 
wouldn’t help me scratch
i thought i could trust me too
trying to write about the past 
causes 
of a present feeling 
has never been easy
i don’t know how to make 
changes or forgive
forgiveness doesn’t have to be a 
part of healing
it’s ok



6 : 2 7

and it’s been a ruin of many a poor boy
and God I know I’m one
and don’t let me ruin me
i may need a chaperone
well, Mother tell    

   

fiona apple daredevil
muse house of the rising sun



tears spiral and outline regrets
on my sweater
your many voices and hers 
are earworms i can’t shake out
these types of encounters can’t be the 
only ways i come to know 
how to feel
can you stomach the voice in my head?
i see my mistakes executed better 
within other people



1 1 : 1 0

look around and you’ll see
ruins of the human history  
you’ll get a pain and ruin your tum-tum 
don’t let the internet ruin your time  

johnny mercer button up your overcoat
the 1975 how to draw / petrichor
stevie wonder look around



your sense of belonging—
a longing for being not a user
photographs can’t capture the 
entirety of present moment
pleasure is just the other side of 
pain, it reverberates off the wall 
pressed against my back
i prefer you listen me rather than see 
me



1 3 : 1 5

light at the end 
this path will lead us back 
will lead us back to ruin   
you had to ruin it for all concerned 
you’ll get a pain and ruin your tum-tum ! 

will never again care or see the things you are that ruin me
  

sarah vaughan button up your overcoat
f-minus light at the end
radiohead a punchup at a wedding
bloc party virtue



our obsession with controlling 
someone else’s movements seems 
imminent !
over-attentiveness to self-care and 
preservation only in order for the 
person who cares to use you
these transactional interactions
are pleasures in mutual taking turns 
in control—it’s ok if we do it to 
each other
daily charades of dissatisfaction
not being good enough is my real 
middle name
arguments have only become 
hobbies of ours
we should stop we’re not even 
getting paid for it
no fortunes gained
and no one wants to listen me
nor be my wedding date



8 : 0 3

everybody told me what you were doing 
they all said that you would be my ruin   

i must let you go but i want you to know
that i love you please don’t let her ruin our lives 

your big mouth will ruin you woman  

dolly parton she never met a man (she didn’t like)
john lee hooker canned heat you talk too much
conway twitty one for the money



temporary replacements 
no fling or rebound can be fully 
pleasant to occupy
the trust lacks
almost like a shiny phone upgrade 
after you drop it
less talking, more doing each other
find out through forgetting 
the way toward round-the-corner 
meals and feigned understanding
these are the only people who you 
can convince 
to tarnish me



1 7 : 1 1

and it’s been the ruin of many a poor girl
and me, oh god, i’m a-one   
singing a song of ruin 
i’d bet he says nothin’ doin’   
time passes by and you ruin it 

but i’m sure i didn’t ruin her
just made her more interesting
i’m sure i didn’t ruin her
just made her more    

  

panic! at the disco she had the world
the roches i’m someone who loves you
dave van ronk house of the rising sun
paul mccartney suicide (from one hand clapping)



under appreciation is a place  
sometimes visited to test 
whether one knows 
if they’re worthy or not
it can take place almost anywhere
within a family, at a carnival
within my head is most toxic
it’s rooted there, with a thick trunk 
tricky to chop at
why didn’t you help me stop 
instead of watering !
a nurture that disrespects 
and harvests me



9 : 5 0

through the ashes of our ruins
for the days when we smiled   
the ripe and ruin   

standing in the ruins of another black man’s life or 
flying through the valley separating day and night  
livin’ in ruins of a palace within my dreams  

gil scott-heron your soul and mine
tim buckley once i was
lorde team
alt-j interlude 1 (ripe & ruin)



some spend their lives trying to 
out-run time
some dwell and let pasts seep into 
futures
both are fine attempts
living seems an impossible act
without memories and running 
water 
dancing with those before us
we’re just tracing the paths 
already walked 
we need to talk to them everyday, 
just talk into the air, look down, 
look up and to the side
please look out for me
without false beliefs, i won’t last



2 7 : 5 0

perfect in the morning
and you ruin it in the evening   
because they’ll love you today 
when all they really wanna do is ruin everything
 
i’m in the ruins too   
to ruin your life
‘cause if i never leave i’ll ruin yesterday  
no superman    

p.m. dawn broken
beach house one thing
elton john hercules
snow patrol what if this is all the love you ever get?
bloc party team a
jack peñate pull my heart away



don’t tell me to move on
in order to stay
i can’t think like you, like that
that’s a denial of listen me
to move on
is a movement 
i don’t have access to
it may never happen for me
where is on exactly?
moving forward is a myth
i move in circles and 
it’s ok
i applaud your attempt 
at linear movement 
but it’s a misreading of how to heal
moving on can only happen for me 
maybe today, certainly 
not tomorrow
even my body tells me no
moving on is leaving



8 : 1 6

you are my everything every day
you ruin me for anybody else  

hold her hand 
(will you not ruin my heart?)  

kelela enough
everclear rocket for the girl



i’d rather adorn our present 
memories together
than accept your old clothes
even though they fit so well
i want it to be more than this 
functionality, dependency
more than a need to be seen, heard
we already see and hear ourselves
walk with me and know
your presence will follow me tracing 
future walks with lovers
maybe they’ll never be mine 
even when you’re gone



2 0 : 5 5

‘cause you haven’t done nothing, darling 
but ruin a happy home 
why you gotta ruin my day, my day   
i’m sat here lickin’ my ruins / wounds   
but i don’t care what people may say
i ain’t gon’ let it ruin my day
(try to ruin me) 
the best remedy for a basket full of lies 
is funk  
    
poor girl
and i’m only one
if i had listened what my mama said    
    

tierra whack hookers
prince PFUnk
chuck berry i got a booking
coldplay help is round the corner
odetta house of the rising sun
whitney houston whatchulookinat



i’m tired of a passing love
over a listening type love
it isn’t necessary 
i can find my own if i want to
those before us aren’t role models
they do set a tone, a cadence
minor remixes 
may blossom sweet flowers
i should listen to those that 
seen the fruit of endings
making life decisions 
while only a teenager
not questioning the idea of regret 
but instead an embrace 
of dying lust
and stable confusion  



n o T e s

I love music albums/records/CDs/mixtapes and their narratives. 
I’m also curious as to how music streaming services like Spo-
tify, Pandora and Apple iTunes Genius affect, destroy, disrupt 
or remake etc. certain narratives based off of their algorithms. 
At times, I think that streaming services and playlist generat-
ing has ruined the experience of listening to the album. In other 
moments, I’m transformed by the algorithms automatically cre-
ated based on one song I choose to listen to. Contemporary songs 
and older songs come up, with the “classics” becoming used as 
samples or remnants of musical “ruins” based on streaming tunes 
originally made for vinyl or for the radio. The algorithm both 
destroys the idea of musical ruins while also recirculating the 
past through contemporary channels. 

In my project, I used the word “ruin” to guide me through a lyric 
database, where I then randomly picked lyrics surrounded by it. 
Then, I rearranged the lyrics I’ve chosen into poems, letting the 
repetitiveness of “ruin” assist me in constructing themes, recre-
ating the idea of a narrative through the algorithm.

From the poems, I created playlists based on the songs I used 
in making them, which actually directed me toward some wild 
combinations and genre clashes. I listened to the playlists and 
documented my mood/feelings regarding their themes, using the 
playlists’ time lengths to initially write lines.

I’m not a supporter of all the artists or songs I used, but I truly 
wanted to “ride” the algorithm and see how it affected my mood 
in terms of writing and reflecting on my chosen constraints and 
process. 



What really drew me in was the repetition of other people’s 
words, journey of the word “ruin,” and the various song covers/
interpretations of the folk classic “The House of the Rising Sun” 
that came up in the lyric database. I definitely ran with these 
variations, trying to highlight their breakdowns and recovery.

They may not be satisfying forms of lyric poetry, with mostly 
break-up and love poems, but they help highlight both the mis-
use and reliance on assumed or readable connections in the ways 
we automatically or passively listen to music, and possibly to 
each other. While writing, I started questioning the “consum-
ability” of albums and of poetry, knowing quite well that it’s ter-
rifying and not always the point, or rather shouldn’t be the point, 
in making anything. And yet, while listening to these generated 
playlists, it started to matter a bit in terms of my own reception 
to sound and choice of words.
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P o e m s





h e l l o  d Y s T o P i a n  w o r l d  h e r e  a r e  s o m e 
c r e a T i V e  w r i T i n g  P r o m P T s  T o  g e T  Y o u 
s T a r T e d

i.
begin with implosion

eviction > electrocution
elegy < efficiency
enforcement > endowment
evasion < exclusion

have unborn bees whir 
inside frozen ones
banana blood fill
parking lot marshes

helicopter small men 
above us that dream
of fucking martians

have it spread
like loss

have guilty 
and not
get shot
all the same
because guns
blossom 
something 



like change
or reddish
because
piñatas 
of rage hang 
from old 
telephone poles 
for the lightest 
person in the 
room to pummel 
with their 
fundraising 
dinners

have it start 
with the first 
drop of sugar
then dissolve
into hashtags

until the point of 
view of a desert 
wedding becomes 
the bottom 
of a drone

until someone 
eats the mud 
scraped off ceilings

have it happen
on tv so no 
one is killed



include no secrets
so there is no
need for cover

have us discover
gravitational waves
so we can wave to 
our beginning 
and demise

make anxiety
our warfare

make big pharma use
it to buy pussy 
and spaghetti

have it start in a submarine
that can’t find the bottom
so we throw out the captain
to figure out which way 
we’re facing except 
we aren’t facing any way
because the sea isn’t 
there anymore

let the barons 
piss into rivers
from the flattened
tops of mountains



tell them it is really the end
tell them it is warm

have it start with a number
and then a slightly larger number
until every field is a spreadsheet

make nothing precious

ii.

It began with their dicks growing softer.
Never noodles. Never Mars.

Mars slithered from a president’s tongue. 
Mars ran down the edges of a glowing skyrise.

Some said Mars helped an old woman 
shoo her cat from the bushes.
That’s how it started.

Soon we all lived in bushes hiding 
from the people who loved us. 

We unfurled our futons 
which is where the war 
bred like embroidered ferns. From porches 
it looked like churches catching 
fire but only certain ones.

We assassinated Don Draper 
first because how his hair looked. 



I probably gathered a picnic.
I probably brought a tomato salad

and wished so hard that it was 
coming right for us.

It happened here
to all of us and 
your mother took 
legal action because 
she was a religious 
fanatic. She was an 
important member 
of society. It is no 
secret. Nothing 
else is going on. 
Nothing. 

They accidentally unearthed 
nuclear sunsets digging 
a hole for a Chipotle.

Everything melted into the wrong hands
so they turned on us one day 
as we planted tomatoes 
so they built sand castles 
from oil spills I said I don’t know 
how it grew so out of control.

Wires bore through your mother’s mulberry tree
making her lamps flicker
then the whole country burned
away—parking lots



like steps to our 
apologies.

Yes it is
the end.
There is 
nothing 
else. Not
a single
fork. 

It started
with fewer
geese wings.

It turned into
45 benches
disemboweling 
your poem
which is not
a gravestone
but a pot of ashes
on the night stand.

It spread to his legs.

Life is splinters after
but borderless.
The survivors have 
brown hair.

They throw parties
inside roller-skates



with blinding light 
and old scarves.

The children ask what 
languages you speak 
while they suck on 
the hooves of horses.

The only precious thing left. 



a  s h i P  f u l l  o f  s i c k  w i T c h e s 

i. 

when our father calls us demons 
he doesn’t ask permission

  it’s cold 
  here in our 
  father’s 
  sermons

 f is for faith flesh 

every bone we broke in his hands
the snakes we coiled into his cup
the rowboats we rowed into his remorse
the slit throat of a yellow horse 
in a graveyard made by men 
who knew nothing 
of what we are

ii.

the dark straw of a mother’s love
it snows 

 in my womb I mean
 eyes full and black 



blue homes 
with secret rooms
your boy isn’t 
your boy
instead a true god 
walks through tall grass 
spits out the tip of a finger used 
for pointing
your face
an apple

instead she sings 
your doll a song 
about the cold 
then buries it
it goes

 some fairytales
 are real some 
 dresses pink
 and wet

 we do have 
 a sun and we 
 mean to kill her

 mercy I wondered
 when you’d come



f r o m  T h e  B e g i n n i n g  T e l l  m e 
T h e  w e i r d  P a r T

at night 

the lines
in my palm 
are shallow

the sky looks
from carnation
to carnation

I swim in all 
my clothes

it’s been
a rough
summer

the first sister 
that tried to 
save me
drowned

I made the 
next sister
play strip
poker and 
she clutched
a feather



what kind
of bird do
you think
it is

a little 
red in 
its center

at 200 feet
you’re just 
another baby

always
forever

I involved
three more
sisters

if I could
make water
blue I would



P u l l  u s  T o  s h o r e

at night 

we put some of you 
in our mouths and tell 
you we don’t love you

we have unwholesome
thoughts we’re always 
touching our faces

we worry about 
you that’s what 
that smell is we 
pick at our tails

we’re fine

throw bread 
in the water 

put us on ice

holy moly
you’re lonely



w o u l d  T h e Y  s T i l l  g r a B  m Y  T i T s 

if I could
make this 
whole world 
a dim house

I’d lick an actual
icecream cone 
after on a bench
and think about 
getting a lower back 
tattoo of a bunch 
of dudes in pastel 
button-ups smoldering

when life sucks
the lights buzz
a fucking hymn

you ever realize
your cock’s 
hanging out 
your dad
taught you that 

you begin 
to float 
high above 
the houses 
it feels like 



everyone in 
the neighborhood 
is biting right
into their
popsicles

you think that’s weird
but 

I do not
 



w h a T  f u c k i n g  l i g h T

from now on we act 
more like middle 
school girls blowing 
shit up on rooftops

be careful when you
exorcise me of my first 
boyfriend in my parents’
old den or he’ll crawl right 
down your jean jacket

make me 
beautifuler
dammit

use this mask
of a photo 
with all the faces 
scratched out

it’s quiet here
there’s always
one less door than 
I remembered

I’m just lost 
or whatever
 



i ’ V e  r u n  o u T  o f  T h i n g s  T o  h e a T 
T h e  h o u s e  w i T h

gurney-fresh 
 descent 

happy birthday 
 you seem
distant

 let me pull you 
from the water

 boredom is a cave
I’m dropping in
 I’m climbing out
there’s bats

 I’m sorry I didn’t 
stay longer

 when I was
 a girl I giggled pale
 promises of there’s 
nothing here

 name it:
even when you were 
 right above me you couldn’t
feel me there 



 my blood could be blue 
your eyeliner
 could be too
but you don’t
 want to talk about 

what might have 
 been dark
you’re still here 
 no it’s your birthday



h o w  m a n Y  T e e T h  d o  Y o u  c a r r Y

mother’s last 
words were run 
get a hammer

nuns became
wallpaper but 
with sharper 
teeth

I’ve seen things
I didn’t believe

no more glass eyes 
dark skies’ gospel

you can stuff 
newspaper into 
every missing 
piece of you 
and still you 
feel haunted

no clean love
left no long
hair sewing
buttons on
shirts in a 
cloud of rot



barely a house

welcome to the movie 
theater nothing’s playing 
we’re all orphans 

quit watching 
me mister
 



w h Y  i s  T h i s  r o o m  T h e  s i z e  o f 
m o u n T a i n s  a n d  s o  e m P T Y

I need you to be 
flames now please

remind me the devil is 
an alien is a robot is david

I need you to float into space then die
not die then float into space

no we don’t deserve 
another chance

I should be sad

maybe there’s some place to start 
over out there but full of ghosts

they move in clusters
it’s a goddamn miracle 

the way they want 
to live inside you

they take us into their chests 
and hold us there

dad we ask why can’t 
I see any planets from here



K I L L  I S  K I S S  G R E E N  E Y E S  B U Z Z  S AW

i. 

something is always about 
to happen to men in cowboy 
hats and automobiles 
who love norman mailer

ex-brother-in-laws perch on hills 
in the basement of winter

they’re writing unnecessary prescriptions 
clearly something has happened here

I can’t remember
how it ends I can’t 
remember how it 
ends

ii.

she went to afghanistan then 
came back a yodel of hail 
marys bird above the highway 

honey I lost my cat she says
I’m sorry what did she just say

she said the people had 
become windshield wipers



she said please do not translate this message
the cat is still missing
this is not a joke
he’s missing
don’t say anything
we are taking no prisoners
we are the prisoners

are my hands real
the kid had no hands 
he was whispering
say simple say 
simple to me

honey oh honey honey honey
what we need is a flamethrower

good god he said
you are going 
to eat me soon
aren’t you



d a Y s  1 2 , 1 7 1 – 1 2 , 1 7 3
f r o m  d i a r Y  o f  m Y  c o r P s e  a T  V a r i o u s 
s T a g e s

The police are in my skirt looking upon their future. 
I am a house being investigated rigorously as the evening 
draws on within view. There are no unexplored corners, 
just a cellar of muscle beating calmly. I roam easy. 
Glee burns. I have this bullet. The police are listening. 
“Gentleman,” I say at last, “I am a well-constructed 
house.” I begin to measure my walls with a ruler 
made from their bodies. All those arms, corpse-ready 
and red-mouthed. One on fire, seducing monsters 
to the dinner table. Thoughts adjust their borrowed 
bowties in the stair mirror. Quiero remember the word 
for “ruin.” The clouds are dark horses today. I say 
“insufferable” for the feeling of it. Unashamed, charcoaled, 
think of a real gray mountain. Disdain on its shins. 
A human heart on its cheese platter. Go on. 



n o T e s

“Hello dystopian world”
http://howtowriteshop.loridevoti.com/2012/12/creative-writing-
prompts-for-the-end-of-the-world/

“A SHIP FULL”
Salem (tv show)

“FROM THE BEGINNING”
The Midnight Swim (movie)

“PULL US TO SHORE”
The Lure (movie)

“WOULD THEY STILL”
Deathgasm (movie)

“WHAT FUCKING LIGHT”
(Rec)2  (movie)

“I’VE RUN OUT OF THINGS”
The Descent (movie)

“WHY IS THIS ROOM”
Alien: Covenant (movie)

“KILL IS KISS”
Pontypool (movie)

“Days 12,171”
Thao & The Get Down Stay Down (some songs were on)







berezney,  kayley

P o e m s





s T e P  f a T h e r s

There is a ringing in my ear.

I wait and it feels louder.

I continue to do what I was doing; it quiets.

If I am still, it is there.

If I am too busy it is there, and it causes me to pause.

Suzanna wants me to write a letter to him. I don’t even know 
who to address it to. 

It makes me think about something an ex asked me when we 
first started dating.

He was thinking about who he was in high school versus who 
he was at the time of this conversation. He played me the album 
his first band made. He said that he was not the same person 
at all. While I know he was different I thought it was more of 
a continuation, a pattern of cause and effect. I could not see it 
as different.  You  are the local being, time has passed, choices 
have been made, reactions, experiences, events, relationships; 
the development is not necessarily linear but it is connected 
through  you.

Is this the same person? Who is my ex-step father? I have a few.
One that died because he did too much cocaine for too long; 
one who I disowned after I called CPS on him for giving my 
youngest now ex- step brother a black eye; and  this  nimrod.



He left me a very passive gesture in the form of an email. He 
sent a forwarded promo of a funding opportunity for artists in 
Woodstock, NY.

I reacted with anger and grief and disgust. How could he not 
speak with me for over a year and then send me that? I felt 
condescended. My peers and mentors send me information like 
that; people who support me and want to see me succeed.

It is hard to believe that this was the action that brought me to 
finally tell him to fuck off.
I am glad he does not hold me as his hero anymore because it 
felt like a sham, a way to hold me close without holding me, a 
shackle to my recurring dreams.

He told me, “it is not your fault that you are are like your 
parents”, that “it is genetic”, that “ you do not have a heart.”

My biological parents and my heart are his go-to.

It is something I brought up during my first go at psychosis. I 
was struggling with my identity and my trauma and my anxiety 
and my stress and my life that was so stretched with no breaks.

I would try to take naps at home but would find myself jumping 
out of my skin to my Mother’s sharp growl, “Get up.” She really 
didn’t like when I rested. It was lazy. There was more potential 
for me to fulfill. After I lost my mind after not sleeping for days 
after being hospitalized and drugged after not being able to 
recall some of those days.

After that I was allowed to nap when I needed to. 



I do remember parts of it.

A nurse handing me three pills. Me thinking is was a test.
The Hospital in Boston had the same Georgia O’Keefe poster 
my older brother picked out for our new rooms at our Dad’s 
house. Something my mom’s lawyer negotiated because we were 
too old to share a room even though I don’t think we cared.

I saw my uncle as a clown but apparently that was a delusion.
I think it was a dream but I was trying so hard to keep staying 
awake because I didn’t trust my surroundings at the hospital. 
They told me they needed to give me as many sedatives as they 
would for an elephant. It was supposed to make me laugh to 
hear that. I don’t understand why they did that to me. I wasn’t 
hurting anyone, I was scared and I didn’t want to give into it. 
They strapped me to a bed and stuck a needle in my ass cheek. I 
wasn’t going to do anything, I just stepped outside the room to 
look for my step dad. I forgot he told me he needed to go rest.

There were government labels everywhere. Now I see them as 
brands, I try to take pictures of all the company names I see on 
things because I want to understand the market and business of 
a hospital. The government connections are interesting to me 
for that reason too
.
I am still on to them.

 ~~~

I have not been able to have closure with him so I have built 
relationships that are similar in the roles and dynamics. I keep 



finding myself with clarity in these moments of frustration. I 
can recognize myself clearly as I catch my sharp gaze in a mirror. 
I know this face. I am left to eat a bowl of wet noodles because 
I didn’t strain the pasta enough and I forgot I didn’t have sauce 
anymore. I eat it anyway and tell myself I need to stop.

I have to pry myself from the relationships I build with people 
who are suffering and trapped in addiction and patterns of 
substance abuse. I am surprised when I realise a close friend is 
in deeper than I thought. How do they keep finding me? Then, 
how do I keep inviting them in and letting them set up camp?
I want to catch them before they fall into a different world.
I can nourish them and teach them what I have learned from 
watching my parents and learning what not to do. I have seen 
how dark it gets. I have created my own addiction.

If I know how this works, I can separate from it enough 
to be there when they need help and I have someone who 
intermittently expresses how grateful they are? Am I that much 
of an ego queen? Is that even the reason? I don’t understand it 
but I want to so I can figure out a path to move forward.

I fear I am the risk seeker, the addict who chose not to do drugs, 
who chose not to drink, who chose another path. Not out of 
desire; out of fear of seeing how tangled I really am.

Next to someone apologizing for their behavior during a 
blackout, my trials and tribulations seem so small.

Plus, I have loved them, even though; so they should love me, 
even though.

A week after I decided to let my friend live in my basement I 



end up laying on the floor at narn-anon and tears are running 
down my cheek. I think of Jimmy. His death was so telling. It 
told the story my father kept from me. It made more sense and 
there was some comfort in realizing how intense his addiction 
was. It felt less personal that he left my life without so much as 
a hint.

He was found in the bathtub. He had been there for three days 
before his friend begged the police to break down his front door.

I never knew my father with my mother. By the time I was one 
years old my dad lived with Jimmy and Jimmy’s mom, Rita and 
Rita’s cat, Meako. It took me till I was much older to realize 
that the closet in Rita’s room filled with beautiful glistening 
gowns were Jimmy’s and not Rita’s. I would chase the cat who 
hid from me under the bed. My arms were filled with scratches, 
blood droplets like a dotted line. She was so cute and soft.

Jimmy was the one who comforted me when I cried and begged 
the carnie to let me off the ride before it was over. He was the 
one who taught me how to choose which color clothes to wear 
based on my skin tone. He was the one who made everyone 
laugh when the aunts and uncles and cousins were over. He was 
the one to pour my Aunt more wine. He chose the movies to 
watch based on my music interests and told my dad that I was 
old enough to watch mTV.

 He was the one who was not ashamed of being gay. He was free. 
I asked him about the rainbow flag sticker on the back of his 
car. At the time my favorite color was rainbow, I think because 
it was a symbol that I wasn’t supposed to know about. Jimmy 
told me that it meant pride and my dad rolled his eyes while he 
cringed.



I was able to talk to Jimmy as I grew up. I told him why I dyed 
my hair black as he bleached it and dye it back to brown at my 
mother’s request. I told him why I didn’t like that my father 
pretended that he didn’t know me when he accidentally went to 
the same diner that my friends and I were at.

My dad was still ashamed but I was old enough now to need a 
role model in queerness. I had been ostracized by my friends in 
middle school because they thought I was a lesbian after I told 
them that my father was gay. I had cried and yelled at the girl 
in my reading class who talked about how appalled she was to 
find out that Ellen was a lesbian. She felt tricked. I was so angry 
hearing her talk about this. Jimmy gave me pride for being the 
daughter of a gay man.

When I was seventeen my mom and step dad were in the height 
of their drama surrounding my step father’s drinking and 
gambling problems. They were telling us they were going to get 
divorced though they waited five more years after that. It was 
around this time that my mom sat my brother and I down and 
told us that our dad was leaving Jimmy. My mom did not talk 
to my dad unless it was regarding a fight in the court system, 
regarding child support or the fact that my mom moved us away 
from our dad without his ok. When my mom told us she said 
that my dad didn’t know how to tell us and he had asked her to.

I never saw Jimmy again. I didn’t really even talk to my dad 
about it because he never opened up that conversation. I wrote 
about love not being real all over my school notes.

Years later after my father remarried. It was a time right after I 
went through the worst break up of my life and right after I was 
diagnosed with cancer. I went on a trip to Hawaii for Christmas 



with my new partner’s family. I was excited to go to paradise 
and have a break from the drinking and anger living in NYC 
seemed to evoke. We made it through the first flight and we 
had just arrived in Hawaii when I got a call from my dad that 
Jimmy was dead.

I was told not to worry and to enjoy my trip.

I stayed in this relationship with my alcoholic partner for three 
years while I fought stage 4 cancer and went to grad school.

We finally broke up, for real this time and I moved back to 
Brooklyn a few days after I graduated.

He came to me as I sat on a log, my back turned a few feet from 
tall grass and a general landscape made up of dense shrubbery. I 
sat facing the open space in front of me and he floated over. He 
was checking in and wanted to give advice because he could see 
my pain. When he sat down next to me I looked at him and his 
face turned into a grimace with oily gassed bubbles leaving his 
eyes. I realized he was high and he dissipated.

He comes to my dreams and I know that he is still stuck even 
in death. 

I also know I can not be the one to free him.

h e a r T  l i n e



Pushing body parts under a carpet
Dead body in a bathroom - accordion mirror - salmon colors- 
soap with a toy in it - Loofa that is an elephant.

Telling him to support us they way we supported him.

Opening up a cabin on a camper to find him and all the things 
I lost

A rat swims into my bloodstream. It’s body spins and it morphs 
into a girl. I think she is good.

d r u n k  n o T e  w r i T T e n  i n  m Y  P h o n e  a T  a 
c l u B  w i T h  u r g e n c Y

I have this leathery bag slouching off my lap. I want to say 
skinless but it is really just skin.

i  d i s l i k e  a l l  T h e  m e n  i  m a T c h  w i T h 
a f T e r  a  s e c o n d  g l a n c e

He is wearing a shirt that says “size matters” in his profile 
picture.

He shows a pic of him working out.

His first text is about his diet.

He is playing ukulele with a George Harrison poster behind 
him.

All his pics are of him playing guitar.
All his pics are of him playing saxophone.



He has a wife already.

Kurt Vonnegut, Radiohead, Van Gogh as his favorite writer, 
musician, artist. 

He is wearing a costume.

The first thing he asks is related to my life philosophy but in a 
corny way

His favorite genre of music is electronic made from plants and 
Ethiopian jazz.

 e n l i g h T e n m e n T  i s  f o r  T h e  d e a d

I realized I wanted to become ok with dying

I became ok with dying

I make art that envisioned every possible circumstance and 
decided which one I liked the best.

I read buddhist theory about detachment and critical theory 
about the locality of self for 2 years

I explored theology and spiritualism

I learned how to work with magic and became in touch with all 
realms

I researched different ways of dealing with the body after death
I talked to my friends, colleagues, mentors, family, and doctors



Then I realized that enlightenment is for the dead

Then realized I needed to live

Now I am trying to be alive and be a fulfilled and whole version 
of myself

Now I am trying to figure out where I want to live

Now I am figuring out how I want to live

Now I am trying to trust myself and others and forgive myself 
and others and carry my baggage and not others

Now I am trying too hard. I am spinning my wheels

Now I am want to just be ok and accept myself as whole

s o B e r  n o T e s  w r i T T e n  i n  m Y  P h o n e 
B e c a u s e  T h e r e  wa s  n o  o n e  T o  T e l l  a n d 
i  a l r e a d Y  P o s T e d  T o o  m u c h  a B o u T  h e r 
o n  i n s T a g r a m  T o d a Y

My dog just farted on my foot through the blanket.

 * * ` ` ` ~` * * ~ ~ ~ B R E A T H E S ` ~` ` ~ * *

**~~~~Looks at reflection in mirror ~~ thumb covers nostril 
~~~breathes deep out of one nostril at a time~*~*~*~**`̀ `̀ `̀ `~~~~~~~~
~****`̀ `̀ ~~~̀ ~̀ `̀ `̀ ~̀ ~~̀ ~~̀ `~~**~~̀ ~*`~***~~~*~*~*~****~ `~~~~~**~*~*Looks at 
tall blue prayer candle ~~~~~****~~~*about an inch burned 



down so far ~*****~~~~~***~̀ `~*~~̀ `~*~***`̀ `~~~̀ ~~̀ ~~̀ ~~̀ `̀ `~~~~**~̀ *~*`*~
*`~̀ *~*`**~*`*`~̀ *`*~*`̀ **`̀ ~ ~*~*~*****~looks at iMac ~~~** YouTube 
box plays a steady image of a white hydrangea~*~~~ ~~̀ `̀ *`~***~~
*~**``~~~̀ `~̀ ~~~̀ `**~~̀ `~*`~*```~*~̀ `~*`~̀ *`~~~~~****~̀ ``~~~̀ ``~**``~~*~̀ `~**~ 
~~~~~***~~*~Sounds of waves crashing ~~~~~~low voice says “breath” 
slowly and deeply~**

f r i d a Y  n i g h T s

I accidentally took a four hour nap after work and now I can’t 
sleep.

Josh calls me at 2:49 AM.
I pick up.
He is in his mom’s backyard speaking softly.
She is upset he came home after having “two drinks.” He hangs 
up because she saw him outside.

Then I squeezed puss out my dogs sore.

i  a m  P r e T T Y  s u r e  i  a m  T h e  Y o u n g e s T 
B r e a s T  c a n c e r  c a s e  i n  o u r  n a T i o n  a n d 
d e f i n i T e l Y  T h e  Y o u n g e s T  m e T a s T a T i c 
B r e a s T  c a n c e r  c a s e

I always had a hard time falling asleep.
I can remember watching my digital alarm clock when I was 
around age five.
I would hold my breath until I saw the number change. Then it 
got more advanced. I would wait til I saw the number change  
then  hold my breath and wait til the number changed again.

When I was in 6th grade we did a science project and everyone 



in the class measured their lungs by blowing into water. I had 
highest lung capacity and my teacher said it was because I was 
an athlete but I knew it was because I held my breath so often.

I also remember meditating before I understood what it meant. 
I would close my eyes and imagine myself falling through a 
tunnel like it happened in cartoons. I would go through the 
tunnel until I broke from the fantasy. It was a trick I made up 
to try and fall asleep.

I had a lot of other tricks and thoughts and dreams I would 
return to in order to entertain myself before sleeping.

I taught myself to blow bubbles with bubble gum by sneaking 
gum at bed time. It didn’t come without consequences; I often 
got caught because I would wake up with gum in my hair. There 
was a time I was not allowed to have gum at all. My brothers 
were and during this time I pretended to like airhead sours. I 
would run the candy under the bathroom sink until the sour was 
rinsed off and all I had left was the sweet candy.

At my dad’s we were given a lot more freedom. My brother and 
I would go down the street to the corner store and with only a 
bit of change come home with a bag of candy. Phil ate his with 
care and patience. I often bit into the bubble tape as if it was a 
cinnamon roll and swallowed each bite. I also got the fun-dip 
and candy cigarettes and banana laffy taffys.

Sometimes I laid in bed and pretended I could not move. I 
pretended I was so sick that my mom had to apologize to me. 
That everyone had to come say nice things to me but I still 
could not move.



I know there is no way to know why and how I am sick now. 
Even health freaks get sick like me. I had friends in college that 
smoked more and drank more but still I think what if I never 
smoked.

My first cigarette was in middle school. We were reading a lot 
of coming of age classics in English and I wanted to experience 
it too. We also were in our first health class. We saw images of 
hairy tongues that smokers had.

My dad took Phil for an errand. I snuck a cigarette out of his 
pack earlier that morning. I was going to take it with me when 
I went for a walk but even that made me nervous. When they 
left I immediately went to the back yard and smoked it. I was so 
nervous and it was not fun. I ran inside and took a shower and 
brushed my teeth several times. I brushed my tongue more that 
I have had and ever would. I didn’t want my dad to notice any 
hairs coming in. I was so nervous all weekend that he knew and 
was waiting to ask me about it.

When I got to school the next week I told my friend and we 
planned that next time I would take the whole pack and smoke 
them in the woods behind her house. I never did that. In college 
I would go out to stand with everyone who smoked during the 
break in our 3 hour drawing class. Eventually I would smoke 
with them from time to time but I didn’t become a smoker till 
my first college boyfriend and I broke up. It happened to be on 
the Ides of March and I was bitter about that because now I felt   
why  I needed to beware.

We broke up the same week my step father called the cops on 
my mom and long story short my family was experiencing a lot 
of trauma and fucked up shit. And I bought a pack and smoked 
the whole thing in two days. That is when I learned how to 



actually inhale the smoke and from then on I did it properly.

I worry that I manifested my early death by laying in bed and 
playing the end of my life. Or was that a premonition? Why did 
I do that?

I worry that it was the loads of sugar. I used to come home from 
school and explode marshmallows in the microwave. At my 
grandma’s there was a box of sugar cubes and I ate them like it 
was nothing.

Was it the trauma and the abuse? The fact that I couldn’t take 
naps even though I was so tired. 

I often ate school lunch.

For a while I didn’t eat much at all because I had hips and was on 
the running team. The only girl who beat me didn’t have much 
to carry. Thankfully my brother would pass off granola bars in 
the hallway and I ate them with gratefulness and enough shame 
to start eating again.

I ate a lot of canned and processed foods as a child and adolescent. 
I remember the walls of canned food in our basement as a kids.

Someone I work with joked about stress. He said he was going 
to form a tumor then he stopped mid joke and looked at me. I 
went with it and then stressed about stress.

My dad asked “what did you do to deserve this?” He grew up 
catholic so it’s a natural thought and I don’t think he meant it 
the way it sounded but I couldn’t help but think about what I 
have done.



I lived in a psych ward for two weeks when I was 17. I was so 
stressed I fried my brain and was put on so many drugs. Was it 
from that?

My nervous system is messed up. I know that now. I just can’t tell 
how much of that is from the cancer treatment itself.

e V e r Y T h i n g  f e e l s  r i g h T  a f T e r  T h i s

Someone called to talk. It was like I knew him. The dream is 
vague now but when I realized he was my pimp from a past life 
it made sense.
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P o e m s





mine is falling

high halls
the state

of things
the act 
resounding

in the fallen
falls is

what’s left



what ruins
in me

my perfect home
becomes useless

its fenestration
the result

of missing gambrel
chasm   1

 
blemishes
veil in ivy

sustain in stone
the rootless

stability
can be undone

as can sainthood
--ask Eustace!

1 without pity or compassion



when first he beset my path
Ruin spoke bluely
our straw-thatched 2 

of land I refused him
the labors of         3

at his second visit
in measured hospitality
I bade him eat what was left 
of the evening
should he mistake my free  4 
for temptation’s breathing

in language an oath
comes in threes

in final visitation
I fall to these

opened creases

2 to have drawn up an agreement in song
3 the dream of the drunkard (denken / trinken)
4 counting up the voice



which           5 
reconducts us

composes us
as                6  hewing
lines in two’s

in groups of three’s
the         7 
unfurls itself

as the echo of                  8 
that keeps

to its dance
all that is

 9            10 
            11

5 province of absence and rivals
6 which comes over us and, having the mark of vision, stakes its claim
7 labors of love weighed out
8 rumbling down of voice
9 predicate of speech, nonetheless essential to it
10 alive, animated, alert
11 loss beyond boundaries, limits, or specific points



a crash   12 
the set-up

the  13           14

and the getaway

the expenditure as  15 
      16  lord’s home over to  17 

then   18

to order the state
 19  like events 

one       20 a turning
from below

what is past arises
to be thought

as mastication
begins the process
     21            22

12 a mark which has become multiple resonates as a field
13 small trader/innkeeper from Illinois
14 deceived, I feel all alone; without a friend, I feel like dying
15  es gibt 

16  (with a unit of time) the present; the current 
17  standing in the position of fear 
18  to watch over and to keep 
19   iteration of opposition 
20  so meaning is inseparable from affect 
21  that the following is a part of the whole preceding 

22  delay or suspension 



     23  re-                    24 
which always predicts
its       25  onset 

its exhaustive   26 

23  enough of (a particular thing) 
24  a taking up of the whole 
25  the bird that spans the sky as a mark 
26 what will not stay down



what rubbish!
      27     28         29       30        31

 32     33       34      35 

            36         37 
        38        39        40 
    41          42 
            43         44  
       45        46 

              47         48         49  

27 (chiefly with rulers and family members with the same name) used 
after a name to qualify it
28 what remains of the rubble
29 that part which becomes a whole unto itself
30 cf. n.1; whose meaning comes into focus via this re-iteration
31 fealty to a lordship; violent acts of appropriation
32 birth to presence
33 the grammatical mode of the whole
34 to waste by violence; to repossess
35 what has newly come to be
36 something offered in return
37 freundlichkeit
38 a performance of uncovering
39 used to make a generalized reference to something rather than iden-
tifying a particular instance
40 a thin layer of tissue
41 to bleed; to leave out
42 a harboring within oneself
43 a falling into favor
44 three fingers back at yourself
45 precarious living
46 where the thought finds its seat in my body, becomes once again 
mine
47 the difference of the two, out of which the one that is
48 sizing up or appraising
49 fine parchment made originally from the skin of a calf



        50         51        52 
      53         54      55        56 
     57         58         59 
      60  all is ruined!
 

50 as a child, one learns the meaning of initiation and change through 
the game of being chosen
51 normative force
52 discover or perceive by chance or unexpectedly; recognize or dis-
cover (something) to be present
53 cf. n.13
54 after time has fled
55 approaching or reaching (a particular condition)
56 the final refuge
57 cf. n.22
58 cf. n.6; after presence, birth in the past tense
59 deprivation of presence; state in which the thing can be neither 
found nor rediscovered
60 conditional temporality; the ‘if ’ mode



             61            62 
            63                 64 

61 rich in falls
62 the landscape
63 drags into
64 apparition



n o T e s

These poems follow the logic of ruin—the logic of the sign of 
ruin to be exact, though it is always in and as language that 
such things come to pass. Ruins fall. A ruining is a falling and 
a ruin is that site which falls. We should say that falling is kept 
alive in the ruin, which itself ruins. The relevant entries in the 
Oxford English Dictionary, insofar as they guide these poems, 
may be of some use to the reader. Ruin, as linguistic signifier, is 
both internal synchronic logic and external diachronic history. 
The wager in these poems is to think that signifier not only by 
describing its history, but, further, by embodying that signified 
in the text itself, setting to motion the unfolding of its event. 
These poems are both ruined and ruining: they have fallen and 
continue to fall. Within them, there is falling and falling is. 

One rues the day of ruining, a phrase woven by the Latin ruere, 
which teaches us not only that to ruin is to fall, but also that 
to ruin relies always on an attendant affect. A ruined home 
becomes roofless, yet only pity makes of a roofless home a 
ruin. The ruined home, finely aged record of time and suitable 
dwelling for overgrowth, makes of the past a phenomenal 
present. To ruin is to make of a past the future. Veracity is beside 
the point; so long as ruin submits the affective event of the past 
to the historical logics of collective memory, one experiences 
ruin as the legitimation of sequence. The present has fallen out 
of the past, is falling toward the future. Yet ruin both makes 
this promise and undoes it. We are visited by ruin: each time it 
undoes us and all our plans, leads us back to falling. As a break, 
to fall is to slide—one’s footing is lost—beyond sense, whatever 
its limit. The promise of ruin is a debt that cannot be repaid; put 
another way, ruin ruins to the inexorable extent that ruin itself 
is ruined. A ruin is the site of fealty to a lordship, to presence, 



yet even the ruin, as what wishes to escape time, cannot protect 
itself against falling. The ruin ruins. 
Falling is accompanied by the anamnestic return of the past. To 
fall, to lose one’s memory, stability, place, presence, reconducts 
us to thinking what was lost. The falling that is kept alive at the 
site of ruination is thought as dwelling, as the being-suspended 
in chewing over what evades forgetting. Ruin reduces us to 
rubble: violently wastes us and lays its claim upon us, makes 
of us spoils and spoils us. Between these walls, the past arises 
and its falling becomes mine. The mind builds memory in the 
present—one cannot say what is meant by the act, only that 
falling keeps us for itself. 

These poems are ruined. I’ve written several poems spanning 
the sign of ruin, but they have already fallen (like many ruins, 
their ruination was not an unintended effect but precisely the 
point). The missing text is neither an illusion nor a trick: these 
poems were once complete, but now only their parts remain. 
I have submitted the poems to successively greater stages of 
ruination, scratching out more of the text at each additional 
step in the sequence. Each erasure is accompanied by a footnote 
that supplies a hint, yet even I will likely be unable to remember 
their language with time. When reading the poems now, having 
just written them, the footnotes are sufficient. Given time, 
however, the memory will fade. Insofar as there will have been 
a time when the words were not yet lost, the poems must always 
bear the promise of being remembered, reconstructed. The 
poems ruin, in other words, which is to say that they fall. They 
have fallen and they are a monument to falling. Whether the 
poems can be faithfully reconstructed is beside the point: they 
hold to a pledge, what is given in their meaning is the possibility 
of being remembered. Memory is that falling through which 
the present is unsutured, slides beyond its delimitations, and 



the world becomes once again open. Ruins produce history and 
not the other way around. To undo ruins, one must ruin them—
that is to say, one must ward the ruining in them, must keep its 
motion, such that memory has a chance against the historical. 
Ruins teach us this—memory is not iteration but the singular 
gestalt of what was, what is.
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w h a T  i  f o u n d  i n  h e l l :  a n  i n V e n T o r Y





I go down to hell muttering to myself Welcome to Di-Lu the debris of dreams 

I go down to hell crawling hands-and-knees through favela alleyways littered 

with crab shells and used condoms and cigarillo butts and TI-85s 

I go dead in a box with a fox on a train in a car in a house

I say fuck while stuck in a rut the traffic jam corrupting the road for 

twenty-one days straight till your Honda Civic batteries go extinct You abandon  
 ship 

You ditch You get out You walk You hike your way down Avernus

I smuggle myself under the glance of twin Sphinxes lancing migrants 

with laser eye beams peew peew

I prostrate myself before the black palace the gilt ziggurats 

the gardens the Imperial underworld festooned by soggy scrolls sepoy intestines 

bison skulls baby eyes nailed to rail ties ivory tusks and marigolds

You can eat the marigolds and I follow placing paw after paw 

in the footsteps of the wolf (have you ever looked for your pa)

—How did you get here? 

He stubs out his cigarette and looking down says Emphysema.



Dude you’re fucking hilarious. To another: How about you? 

Car crash, she says cradling her noggin like a soccer ball. Didn’t see a semi   
 changing lanes. 

And now she asks me how about you? How did you die? 

I say oh me little old me? and run to another line still alive for another second

All these questions of your demise 

maybe it’s Minos and ultimate judgment coming 

maybe it’s the census of the dead, he said joking in the bonfires

maybe it’s just a smoker’s circle in Hell 

No need to look for a light here

At the end of the customs line the border agents have polyester navy suits 

and zippered name badges and M16 Assault Rifles and cigarettes
 
Everyone smoking cause what’ll it do kill you?

Oh and the heads of oxen

Waiting in line you nervously read Form 6059B It wants you to declare 

your customs for the protection of your border

My customs? I weep while laughing I work I read till my mental mind’s 

been ground down to rubble I watch Doctor Who on laptop 



chomping full Haagen Daz pint

Yup these customs handed down to me from myself

What is the primary purpose of your trip? 

And what will you say  

It’s a rescue mission for my dead father

It’s a stupid embarrassment  

It’s sublimation
 
It’s distraction

Will I say that I am retreating from that internal palace of grief black and 
occult

Will I say I am Orpheupus my self-invented undead Hellenic platypus tartar

Will I say rewind the Furies for I am Oedipus Bizarro 

come here to unkill my father already dead 

Will I enter the underlevels as a newly mute and stuttering Orpheus, my   
 unbodied head

rolling down hell’s alleys like a bowling ball

You better listen to my moan song my tearjerking humid ditty 

about the unthwartable



I’m talking about death its own spell of immortality Nothing you can do to stop  
 it

Am I singing this as me unbodied head of meat 

Is this the wind that whistles up my esophagus and out my ears nose and mouth

No I got a body
 
I have hemorrhoids 

Eat your marigold son

My turn in line looming

In this underworld court Monteverdi sits in the corner conducting 

his forty man big band  

L’Orfeo the first opera and first played in Mantua hometown 

of competing underworld tour guide Virgil 

Virg still leaves limbo every decade for his high school reunion
 
Everyone’s in Silicon Valley or finance 

Gets unduly wasted and agro

When he says he’s a poet Hey I wrote 

that imperial epic of Rome you might have heard of it It’s a classic of 



western civilization (a good idea sez nationalist opportunist Gandhi)

his fellow alumnus ask You can make money off that?

And at my back I hear the flute toccata of the Tartarus brass band flourishing

It’s Monty tooting summons for all us fruity pilgrim spirits here at the start of  
 death

I glance down at Form 6059B What is the primary purpose of your trip?
 
I could say I stumbled upon this pit gazing at the grass through the fat eye 

of the telescope I wanted to burrow through the heart of the earth 

and emerge out the Republic of China

I wanted to travel back in time before the cosmogony and the apocalypse 

before the footfall of that first Italian American 

I wanted to sup the waters of Lake Texcoco still untainted by that red food dye 

trickled from persons 

Before Cecil Rhodes and King Leopold laid their murderous mouths towards a  
 map

Oh I know who Lapu Lapu slew in the Visayas

No fuck Did I say it all wrong

Not before and victims



Not primordial myths and essences 

Not nostalgia for nationalisms autocrats and other empires

What if a fan fiction of existence

What if I said I had overdue library fines at Alexandria

What if I say I was a stowaway on the ominous treasure-barges to hell 

weighed down with loot garbage Mac Classics Betamax VCRs 

snapped pirate masts poki sticks zaatar Nollywood VCDs luchador masks 

and shivering castaways

Trashure

What if it wasn’t junk

A junk sailing out from Guanghzhou 

What if it was human cargo and the triangular trade

And what desperate magics could revolve that triangle into pentagram

O starred and salted circle drawn to quarantine that pulsing scar

And what about the container ships globalization’s very own blood cells

I stowed away in the bulk goods 

Is the death that surrounds me a bulk evil?



What if I wanted to ask Ingmar Bergman is the Grim Reaper 

in a chess club Can he beat Deep Blue

What if I said I wanted to see the world but I’m a cheapskate 

so I went to the Worlds Fair I saw the Panorama the Cosmorana
 
the Diorama the Europorama the Uranorama

I heard they invited the Khedive of Egypt to the one in Paris
 
and lodged him at a diorama palace Our own true and simulated sovereign

What if the Spanish traced their map on the dirt at 1:1 scale and said   
 Mexico City

What if Emperor of Mexico Maximilian shook the hands 

of his firing squad and muttered “Muchachos, aim well”

BANG BANG SHOOT SHOOT

What if while I was enscribblerating these words you snuck 

into my bedroom and cried Terra nullius Calling all convicts and free settlers

What if I said I heard whispered the penitence of this man
 
who confessed at the ruins of Yuanmingyuan 

You can scarcely imagine
 
the beauty and magnificence of the places we burnt



 He’s here too Gordon 

He’s that dead guy 

Ha 

They’re all here 

We’re all here

I want to ask him why he did it 

which meant I was desperate and thought 

there existed some answer that could suffice

We had tea at the Summer Palace, the grounds as they were then 

and as they are now

We held a tea party in this heterotopia of cities dead and living

What is the living world if it has the School of the Americas Ferguson 

the invention of police and Bretton Woods

Did you know you could kill a city

I fled down mountains trembling wet eyes lit by Atahualpa’s luminous   
 room

I who was burnt alive in the Sea of Fire at Mohammad Toha Street



I’ve historyhiked so many ghost roads I hardly know what I am

A mote-self crumbing from sublime causes

I snapped up all-inclusive cruise tix to this port where I do not even know   
 what
 
What am I even looking at

Is this a landfill for infinite branches of corral bleached white
 
Is this a nest of tusks and white antlers

Anything but this heap of bones 

Bones pale under the sunlight, bones still stuck to flesh huddled

across the Atlantic

Dem bones, dem bones gonna rise again

Dem bones, dem bones gonna rise again

Now hear the word of the Lord

…And now that we have a moment together what if 

I were to say that I did not know how to tell sublimation from distraction

What if I said I wanted to switch memory for composition

No I’m just being tactful 

Wiping tears from my laugh 



Some things (my memories) are not for you to know 

Second person means You reader

And have you ever wondered what really is a dead city?

What if I dozed through the freedom dreams steaming up from old streets
 
The free and deabthful avenues of Saint-Domingue 

The sieged streets of Peking’s Legation Quarter 

That Jhansi fort full of British bodies all conquered by this horseback Rani 

pointing her sword

And the hundred startling villages of Tet

Cung Chúc Tân Xuân

Gracious wishes for a fresh spring

What if that sound we now here is Buddy Bolden pied piper of the prehistorical  
 toot

What if I pinned this rose on my lapel for that kid John Keats

What if I thought death the strangest amusement park of all time

I look up

The monitor TVs play Youtube loop of Nicholas Brothers ages 11 and 18 



They’re dancing pie pie blackbird 

Watch out for the flame it’ll burn you up 

Aawww now you’re just a tap-dancing skeleton

Mark an X in the Yes or No box. 

Are you bringing with you: a. fruits, plants, food, or insects? 

Yes I brought smallpox

Cue laugh track

Yes I brought popcorn coffee tobacco catsup maize

Yes I brought disease agents cell cultures or snails

Yes I brought Belial and his locust biker gang

Hello Davos I’m Belial Gates and I hold in my palm the malarian mosquito

(Did you know this creature may have been invented when we traded  bodies?)

And I ushered in the overworked scarab wheeling the sun down its spiral   
track 

I carved my father’s name on his beetle hide
 
I wore this beetle around my neck when you entombed me

My Daddy drove a VW bug 



When I was a baby I would sit by the window at 

my grandmother’s house calling Baba che baba che at all the VW Bugs I saw
 
My father’s car

All the bugs dancing up our arms and legs bugs crawling into eye and mouth

Are you bringing with you: b. meats, animals, or animal/wildlife products? 

Yes I brought the bison I brought my pet dodo on a leash 

we went all a-strolling down the Trail of Tears

Yes I brought the weed animals of the metropolis cockroach squirrel pigeon rat

Yes I brought my own meat self and the anthropocene  

Now my turn’s up 

What to say what to say

At the security checkpoint the ox-headed CBP agent glances
 
at me with retina scan facial recognition biometric processing fingerprinting  
 CCTV

I want to tell him it’s unflattering this crap light over his cubicle

I show him my passport the death certificate and incant the date of death 

I say I’m just a tourist 



He laughs 

I freak till he says A tourist of hell?

So you’re traveling for pleasure

I say gingerly I don’t know if that’s how I’d put it

I get ready to confess and he just says

He says have a nice vacation

and lets me out

“In 1830 entrepreneurs from Mareseilles had converted a steamer 
into a floating hotel and taken tourists to watch the city’s bombard-
ment and occupation by the French. (Thus from its opening act of 
violence, European colonisation of the Middle East began to involve 
the new tourist industry.)”—Colonising Egypt by Timothy Mitchell.
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crow conditions

seasonally
 

black wings umbrella the wet white sky
 

mobbing the break of dawn then breaking off
 

syndicates, then families, 

and by 9:00 am the working pairs clock in
 

staffing each elevation, a song
 

slick feathered black bodies chortling 

caaaaw, caaaaw, caaaaw, cooing strong
 

throwing their voices along 

the cherry treed sidelines
 

in whose hood humankind belong  
 

thriving bureaucracy of an empty lot 

where development application #64410
 

with its several surrounding square blocks
 

for now is theirs: the Limbo Drugs Estuary
 

among iterations of renewal on East Hastings
 

self-motivated gardeners, for builders a tax break,
 

turn soil for the rats to rip through at night;



pedestrians pass

occasionally

poke heads through cut-out holes in the ply

boards up as the store fronts to be will be
 
young couples with strollers

and by noon the sunflower mural is fulfilled

cursory community, a throng

yellow-petaled white faces shaking

Ooh the sight of leveled soil, all wrong

but spending loads before dawn down

the cherry treed sidewalks

most likely new to this part of town

unsurviving beds bulldozed for building
 
while permits expected six seasons ago
 
wait out the provincial gas price flux fuck
 
for now scenic plot: London Drugs, with a view

weather heavy rains leave the roof smiling
 
to suspend a floating white-capped lake
 
where satisfied seagulls bob soppily at height.



the excavators 

surfaced a community of worms

so the winged ones drift down

from the steeples and school mouldings 

feasting on mounds between flooded craters,

caaaw caaaw caaaw caaaw caaaw-ing 

the others join marching mechanically 

about the mud, a local troupe whose 

horn-shaped bodies seesaw as they caaaw, 

 between every highstep and hard peck
 

gorging on dead things 

they find uncapped rigs, stretched rubber bands:

structural, protective, insulative; 

when the backhoes never came to dig a foundation

the gardeners returned for the unceded soil,

slipping between sections of steel fencing 

with pots and trowels, piling wheelbarrows full

they’ve grown used to moving on.



a body

lying flat against the fence
 
dividing the concrete crumbling,
 
one pair on duty descend from high wires

come check if it’s still -- or still loved;

caaawwww… caaaawww:

still, red faced, against the steel squished

parking lot pillow marks

surviving the stylish, the wry, traditionalists

It won’t be long, cooed the crow to its mate,

this world refuses to see this 

The body’s red face flaming as dusk draws:

resilient, unprotected, insular;

when the cops finally come there’s no jaw

the crows fill the flight path, united in song

leaving behind roles to roost elsewhere

whether twigs or rigs nest their offspring

they hold no question of moving on.



before arriving 

in the cold concrete cell

the red-faced body sobers by security

pants tear, shirt buttons burst,

knees bashed from forced surrender

You will get on your knees

pedestrian consequence, for not grinning 

into a yellow-faced sunflower mural cut-out:

Which primary colours are gendered?

in spite of this confirmation of masculinity 

eighteen inches of scars spanning red across the chest

could be seen peeking out from either flap of the now 

revealing clothing, worn to fit in, worn to stand out

worn to live in and worn to sleep out;

 unnoticeable, undue, until 

at rest even,  the perception of threat.



pointless banging 

in a deep cold voice call

the blue-faced guard looms by the exit

timeless….later, eventual release,

no questions asked about the blunder

You will always be a scene

forced out, twisted, for not honouring 

humbly, the blue-faced cut outs, ‘Yes sir’.

One block further, ‘Spare change Ma’am?’

in spite of this confirmation of femininity

eighteen hours of daylight spanning gold across the jest

though no breasts could be seen fleeing the open flaps

confirming nothing but context, worn down to bits

to mirror the world over, though nobody can guess

noticeably, overdue, until

the next sun sets.



months pass,

bureaucracy stalling yields Spring,

winds spread seed to the mud mounds, now grassy knolls green

gulls carry fish from the stream to the rooftop lake 

where they cultivate, multiply, diversify the local food chain, 

more convenient than the port is this estuary, for the passerine,

here they sing out their repertoires in tune with the seasons; 

unknown, except to air beasts, and those inhabiting up two storeys

 across the street, who anticipate loss of this clear view 

North, the coastal mountain shoreline;

for all the obscured dysphoric days 

this vantage: euphoric, without contestation,

a dream that anyone could deserve to be

 centrefold



scavengers, passerine

aka songbirds, pretty wings

self-defining territories without need for identity 

they wait for death, ruin, discarded capital, waste

valuing the assets before them, croaking out rattle calls as thanks

more immediate than we can see, for humanity

here they demand the familiar, and yet all we cannot reason:

If a body is confusing we cannot celebrate its discovery

If a body is confusing it cannot let be in clear view;

off-course, no map or compass, it must not dot dot dot

for most in power will ignore their ways

this vantage, our view, to be taken away

no more a dream than a body codeswitching

it’s getting old



wildfires choke the shore

come summer, the true heat

the corvid murders loud

invisible in the smoke

breastless bodies bare

and yet not passing

except for here and there

but as for passing, why

why not be passerine

a mystic hero

scavenge, sing

a battle call

love



heart hell furthermore

as Christians preach, they seek

the noblest crucifiction

since they beg to keep

that perfect pussy

‘Please do not change   

don’t go ruin your body

[as far as I can see]’

why not take authority

when all these changes

are just circling

why not be human passing,

and still loved
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collections of 2016 and won the California Book Award in 2017. 
A fictional writer of non-fiction, she has published essays in the 
North American Review and Chain. In 2005, she was a recipient 
of the Marin Arts Council Award Grant for Literary Arts, and, in 
2013, she received a James D. Phelan Literary Award. She holds 
an MFA in Creative Writing from San Francisco State University 
and a variety of other degrees and credentials to certify her as 
human. Great Spirit knew it all along.

dana VeneraBle is a PhD student in English, an Arthur A. 
Schomburg Fellow and a writing instructor at the University at 
Buffalo—SUNY, focusing on critical race theory, dance studies, 
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performance, poetics, and sound. She’s interested in the ways 
communities and events choreograph, constitute and/or manip-
ulate movement and time, and how they complicate identities, 
land/space, language, and senses of home. Dana has recently 
written for The Journal of American Drama and Theatre (JADT), 
VIDA Review, and Zoomoozophone Review  

roBin lee Jordan is the coordinator of the Just Buffalo Writ-
ing Center, a free creative writing center for teens, and started 
the coin-operated, mini-art exchange (B)uffalo (A)rt (D)ispen-
sary. She received her MFA in Poetry from Oregon State Uni-
versity and her poetry/lyric prose has been published or is forth-
coming in journals/anthologies such as Dreginald, Dream Pop, 
Reality Beach, alice blue review, Puerto del Sol, Paper Darts, The Buf-
falo News, My Next Heart: New Buffalo Poetry (Blazevox), and Us 
Too: An Anthology of Withdrawn Poetry (Peach Mag).

kaYleY BerezneY (born 1991 Rochester, NY) is an interdis-
ciplinary artist. She holds a BFA (2013) in Painting & Sculpture 
from The College of Saint Rose in Albany, NY and an MFA 
(2017) in Contemporary Art Practice from Portland State Uni-
versity. She was a member of Big Irv’s an artist collective and 
gallery in Brooklyn, NY (2013-15). As event coordinator she pro-
duced monthly art and music programming. Berezney has exhib-
ited visual art throughout the United States.  She is the founder 
of Victory Dolphin GRRRLS, a multifaceted platform by and 
for people with Chronic Illness and Disabilities. Berezney found 
her voice and confidence as a writer through the support and 
mentorship of her college professor, Pat Boas who taught her to 
approach the process similar to he sculptural work. She has pub-
lished work with The Operating System (2019) and has tabled at 
zine-fests through out NYC (2014-present).
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zack Brown lives in Buffalo, New York. He is the author of 
Receipts (LUMA/89plus)

ken chen served as the Executive Director of the Asian Ameri-
can Writers’ Workshop from 2008 to 2019. He is the recipient of 
the Yale Younger Poets Award, the oldest annual literary award in 
America, for his book Juvenilia, which was selected by the poet 
Louise Glück. An NEA, NYFA and Bread Loaf fellow, Chen 
co-founded the cultural website Arts & Letters Daily and Cultur-
eStrike, a national arts organization dedicated to migrant justice. 
His essay “Authenticity Obsession, or Conceptualism as Minstrel 
Show”—on the appropriations of Kenneth Goldsmith and Van-
essa Place—became a key text in contemporary conversations 
about race and literature and has been cited in The New Republic, 
The New Yorker, LARB, Jacket, and the New York Times. A graduate 
of Yale Law School, he successfully defended the asylum appli-
cation of an undocumented Muslim high school student from 
Guinea detained by Homeland Security.

a. a. sPencer is a writer, experience designer and community 
connector living in Vancouver, BC. Following several sporadic 
and quelled attempts to complete a Bachelor of English Lit, 
spencer continues to develop a multi-disciplinary artistic practise 
centred on social justice issues, with creative writing at its core. 
Since their first self-published photo-poetic essay ‘Dear Ana-
logue, Promises Stain,’ they have contributed text for art books 
and produced interactive narrative for experimental installation 
prototypes, video and performances. Spencer has participated in 
residencies at the CFC Media Lab & Gibralter Point Arts Centre 
in Toronto, as well as International Queer Residency El Disposi-
tivo Afrodisíaco in Valparaíso, Chile.
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Back Issues, Ordering,
Submissions, and Other Information

Back Issues
Ed. Sarah Campbell:

Volume 1: Essays and Extensions from Poetry to Prose  2004*
Volume 2: Anomalies  2005*
Volume 3: Hybrids  2006*

Ed. Andrew Rippeon:
Volume 4: Disobedient/s 2007*
Volume 5: Care  2008*
Volume 6: Space   2009*
Volume 7: Polemic   2010*

Eds. Holly Melgard and Joey Yearous–Algozin:
Volume 8: Document           2011*
Volume 9: Volume    2012
Volume 10: Obsolescence   2013

Ed. Amanda Montei:
Volume 11: Natality   2014
Volume 12: Fatality   2015
Volume 13: Mourning  2016

Ed. Allison Cardon:
Volume 14: Revenge  2017
Volume 15: Blood  2018
Volume 16: Ruin  2019

(asterisk indicates volume sold–out as of May 2018)
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To Order
To order P-Queue, or titles in our chapbook series, please visit 
our website at <www.p-queue.blog>; or, send $10/copy to:

P-Queue

c/o Dana Venerable&
Zack Brown
306 Clemens Hall
English Department
SUNY Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14260

Submissions
P-Queue is published annually, and accepts work year–round. 
See website for editorial guidelines and deadlines, but as a gen-
eral rule, manuscripts must be received by December to make 
the following summer release. 

Information
Please visit <www.p-queue.blog> for lists of past contributors, 
updates on our current publication status and journal release 
dates, editorial guidelines, and to read about other projects car-
ried out under the imprint of P-Queue. Additional information, 
such as launch dates and locations in various cities, can also be 
found by visiting <www.pqueue.blog>.


